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The Day is Done
Abstract
It truly seems as though my time in Special Collections started only a few short weeks ago, when in actuality
three months and a variety of projects have since taken place. From making countless boxes, to repairing a 200
year old book, to digitizing dance cards, my time in Special Collections has provided me with invaluable
hands-on conservation and processing experience. One of the most unique aspects about Special Collections
(that I’ll greatly miss) is the spontaneous experiences of discovering a new historical treasure on every shelf or
seeing a patron bring in a valuable item and share their side of the story on any given historical event or time
period. I think it goes without saying that I won’t be able to stay away for too long before coming back to visit!
[excerpt]
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Comments
The Interns at Gettysburg College’s Musselman Library captured their internship experiences since the spring
of 2011. Over time the blog has featured Fortenbaugh, Smith, and Holley interns. They shared updates on
semester long projects, responded to blogging prompts, and documented their individual intern experience.
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It truly seems as though my time in Special Collections started only a few short weeks ago, when in 
actuality three months and a variety of projects have since taken place. From making countless boxes, 
to repairing a 200 year old book, to digitizing dance cards, my time in Special Collections has provided 
me with invaluable hands-on conservation and processing experience. One of the most unique aspects 
about Special Collections (that I’ll greatly miss) is the spontaneous experiences of discovering a new 
historical treasure on every shelf or seeing a patron bring in a valuable item and share their side of the 
story on any given historical event or time period. I think it goes without saying that I won’t be able to 
stay away for too long before coming back to visit! 
As the Holley Intern, my internship continues through the end of the 2015-2016 academic year; so even 
though my time in Special Collections has drawn to an end, I’m only moving a few floors down and will 
be splitting my days between Technical Services and the Research and Instruction Department. It is 
with sadness that I will be leaving Special Collections, but eager excitement with which I will be 
starting what are sure to be a variety of new projects! 
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